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Summary

Mobile gaming is already a popular and lucrative market. However, the low performance and

reduced power capacity of mobile devices severely limit the complexity of mobile games and

the duration of their game sessions. To mitigate these issues, in this article, we explore using

computation-offloading, that is, allowing the compute-intensive parts of mobile games to execute

on remote infrastructure. Computation-offloading raises the combined challenge of address-

ing the trade-offs between performance and power-consumption while also keeping the game

playable. We propose Mirror, a system for computation-offloading that supports the demand-

ing performance requirements of sophisticated mobile games. Mirror proposes several concep-

tual contributions: support for fine-grained partitioning, both offline (set by developers) and

dynamic (policy-based), and real-time asynchronous offloading and user-input synchronization

protocols that enable Mirror-based systems to bound the delays introduced by offloading and

thus to achieve adequate performance. Mirror is compatible with all games that are tick-based

and user-input deterministic. We implement a real-world prototype of Mirror and apply it to the

real-world, complex, popular game OpenTTD. The experimental results show that, in compari-

son with the non-offloaded OpenTTD, Mirror-ed OpenTTD can significantly improve performance

and power consumption while also delivering smooth gameplay. As a trade-off, Mirror introduces

acceptable delay on user inputs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The mobile gaming market offers services to over 2 billion gamers, generating yearly over $100 billion and over 40% of the lucrative gaming industry.1

However, mobile devices such as smart phones and tablets have limited computational power and power supply, which severely limit the complex-

ity of mobile games and the scale of online gaming sessions. The battery life can be depleted very quickly by a combination of, for example, heavy

computations or network and camera usage,2 which indicates that traditional sophisticated games cannot yet run long on mobile platforms. With

sophisticated games, we mean games that have complex gameplay mechanics. These games can often have a high number of game objects in the game

world at the same time with many possible interactions between these objects and the user. This makes these games a challenge to run smoothly

on resource-constrained mobile devices and to be able to play them without rapidly depleting the device's battery. A potential approach to mitigate

these problems is through computation-offloading, that is, letting remote machines run the compute-intensive parts of mobile games and letting the

mobile clients only receive the results. Computation-offloading promises to free up local resources on the mobile client and possibly save much of

its valuable battery power.3 However, offloading also raises new challenges. Offloading requires more complex software engineering, it can intro-

duce latency that slows down rather than speeds up the game, consume rather than spare power, and cost extra overall resources to maintain the
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offloading infrastructure. This is confirmed by earlier approaches to offloading,4-6 which so far have led to insufficient performance for the require-

ments of sophisticated modern games6-8 or only work for simple games.9-11 Addressing these challenges is crucial if we are to actually profit from

offloading, which is the goal of this work.

Deciding what to offload from a mobile game is an important key to address this challenge. A large body of offloading work has emerged in the last

decade, focusing on different approaches targeting specific applications.12,13 The most beneficial and easiest functions to offload are coarse-grained

functions, that is, functions that are resource intensive, have small-sized input and output (thus minimizing communication overhead), and can tol-

erate a long response delay.3 The benefits of offloading these kinds of functions for mobile games have indeed been proven.4,9-11 The effects on

the client-side for all these offloading frameworks are all fairly similar: they improve performance, lower local resource usage, and decrease power

consumption. However, these frameworks only work for simple games with mostly coarse-grained functions and will not work well for fine-grained

functions, which are functions that are not very computationally intensive on their own but may still contribute a significant portion of the computa-

tional load of the game due to the high frequency at which they are being called. Frameworks in previous works all process each call to an offloadable

function individually, creating high overhead and waiting time for network communications each time a function needs to be offloaded and thus

making the game unplayable when offloading fine-grained functions.

This article presents Mirror, the first computation-offloading architecture suitable for sophisticated mobile games (Section 3.1). Mirror is compat-

ible with all games that simulate the game world in ticks and are user-input deterministic. Both of these concepts are further explained in Section 2.

The architecture of Mirror consists of several inter-related controllers, mirrored across client and offloading-server systems. Its simplicity hides

several key contributions to the field.

First, Mirror enables offline and online program partitioning with both fine- and coarse-granularity (Section 3.2). Game developers specify at the

source code level which computation is to be offloaded (offloadable entities), and at runtime, Mirror dynamically re-partitions these entities between

clients and servers.

Second, Mirror takes and controls dynamic offloading decisions using configurable offloading policies operating on offloadable entities of any

granularity (Section 3.3). This enables a simple yet powerful mechanism where both game developers and game players can express their needs,

enabling, for example, games where high performance is enabled while connected over a local Wi-FI, whereas low bandiwdth consumption could be

preferred while on roaming charges or low power consumption during periods away from charging opportunities.

Third, Mirror also defines two protocols for synchronization between client and offloading-server. In contrast to lockstep synchronization, which

is the de facto standard for building military simulations14 and RTS games,15 Mirror considers an asynchronous protocol where the server sim-

ulates the game ahead of the client, with the simulation horizon automatically under control in the running system. Doing this allows Mirror to

avoid the limitations of synchronization but requires an additional protocol to cope with user input, which introduces uncertainty in the game

(Section 3.5). Combined, the two protocols enable Mirror-based systems to bound the delays introduced by offloading. A more desirable trade-off

between computational performance increase and game playability is thus achievable.

To gain insight on Mirror's actual performance, we have implemented a prototype of the system and conducted extensive real-world experiments

(Section 4). A highlight of our experiments is that we have adapted a real-world sophisticated online game to use Mirror, equipped with a library

of policies that offer interesting performance-bandwidth-power trade-offs. Our thorough examination of different scenarios reveals effects, both

positive and negative, of offloading the computational load of this game. In six carefully crafted experiments, we record, for this purpose perfor-

mance, network consumption and power consumption data but also in-game delays and stutterings caused by offloading. We analyze these results

(Section 5) and show strong evidence of the usefulness of computation-offloading for sophisticated mobile games and of how the policies we have

designed are able to manage the trade-offs. Last, we identify promising directions for future research and experiments but also analyze for this work

the known limitations and threats to validity (Section 6).

Our work stands out from the large body of related work in Section 7. A summary of Mirror was presented as a short-paper.16 With respect

to this earlier publication, the current article adds much. It details the Mirror architecture, and, in particular, it introduces its core components. It

presents program partitioning in much greater detail, and in particular details the offloadable entity interface; this is key to showcasing the limited

engineering work required to use Mirror. Mirror's dynamic offloading and the two protocols, which are key parts of our contribution in this work, were

not presented in our previous work16 and are now presented here. This article explains the complex setup used to conduct real-world experiments

and introduces new results on the impact of dynamic offloading policies, on the use of local and cloud-based infrastructure to offload to and on

Mirror's impact on bandwidth usage.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 refines a set of requirements for supporting sophisticated mobile games through

offloading. Section 3 explains how the Mirror framework works. Section 4 describes the experiments we conducted to examine the framework, and

Section 5 presents the results of these experiments. Section 7 surveys the related work, and Section 6 addresses the limitations and opportunities

for the future of this work. Finally, Section 8 concludes.

2 REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPUTATION-OFFLOADING IN SOPHISTICATED MOBILE GAMES

We formulate in this section the main requirements for a computation-offloading system targeting sophisticated mobile games, that is, mobile games

that are complex, real-time, and used in the real-world (R1). The concrete requirements are summarized at the end of this section.
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The basic goal of this work is a system able to run a game whose computational load is partitioned across a game client and an offloading server,

which is essentially running an additional instance of the game. Because mobile devices encounter periods of network unavailability, the game should

still be playable without offloading17 (part of main requirement R1, in the end-section summary). When a part of the computational workload is to

be offloaded (R2), the client skips the computation and instead relies on results computed and then sent back by the server. We aim to support games

whose computational tasks are fine-grained (R3), perhaps no larger than a single in-game object, eg, a moving in-game vehicle. The offloading system

must decide what gets offloaded, when, and how. We aim to provide control over how offloading decisions are made to both game developers and

game users (R4).

Some form of synchronization is needed between the client and the offloading-server (R5). Because synchronization in general is a complex

problem without a single general solution, we focus in particular on games whose in-game world is updated in discrete steps (R1.a). These steps

(“game ticks”) advance the in-game time (simulation time) with a fixed increment. The in-game time can thus be denoted as the tick the game is cur-

rently at. The real-time duration of a tick may however varies; real-world games do this to control how the player perceives the progress of the

in-game time. “Tick-based” is the de facto standard in the industry for (real-time) simulation and strategy (RTS) games and is also commonly used in

many virtual reality and simulation environments in military, medical, and other application-domains.

The games we aim to support must also be “user-input deterministic” (R1.b): if the game is run on the same initial state and is given the same

sequence of user inputs, scheduled in the same way (in terms of in which ticks they occur), the resulting state after each tick must be exactly the

same no matter under which conditions the game is run. To make games take decisions that appear to be random to the player, the de facto standard

in the industry is to use pseudo random-number generators.

In summary, the main requirements are as follows; we aim for a system that:

(R1) supports sophisticated mobile games that are (a) tick-based and (b) user-input deterministic. The game should continue to work even during

(temporary) lack of network access;

(R2) offloads compute-intensive tasks;

(R3) able to do fine-grained offloading;

(R4) allows developer- and user-control on the offloading operations;

(R5) synchronizes clients with the offloading-server.

3 THE MIRROR ARCHITECTURE

We present in this section the Mirror architecture for computation-offloading targeting sophisticated mobile games. By design, Mirror defines the

roles and operation of the client and of the offloading-server (from hereon, server); the server is running on a more capable machine, processing any

part of game-related computation faster than the client could. This architecture is designed to meet the requirements R1–R5: offloading (R2 and

R3) and synchronization (R5) are completely managed by the Mirror architecture, at development- and at run-time, even during (temporary) net-

work unavailability (R1). The client decides which computation to offload based on offloading policies (R4), whereas the server always performs the

complete computation. Sections 4 and 5 show empirically that the Mirror architecture can be implemented in practice for a real-world sophisticated

game (R1), for several mobile hardware platforms and for several cloud-based offloading infrastructure.

3.1 Overview of the Mirror architecture

The core operational principle of Mirror is to have the client and the server mirror each other's operation. The architecture, which we depict in

Figure 1, consists of only a handful of components: the Mirror Framework Controller, the Game Offloading Controller, the Offloadable Entity

(described in Section 3.2), and the (dynamic) Offloading Decision Controller running policy-based decisions (Section 3.3). Except for the latter com-

ponent, components are mirrored from client to server. The Mirror architecture also consists of protocols for real-time asynchronous offloading

from client to server (Section 3.4) and for synchronization between client and server (Section 3.5).

The Mirror Framework Controller component is responsible for managing the whole offloading process (requirement R2), including the commu-

nication between the client and the server. To do this, this controller needs some degree of control over the game-loop of the game itself, which it

acquires through the use of the Game Offloading Controller interface. The developers of the game must implement the functions in this interface,

which consists of only basic operations: starting and ending a game, pausing and resuming the game-loop, and retrieving the current in-game time. To

run a game, the client first connects to the offloading server to establish an offloading session. To set up such a session, the client sends a saved-game

to the server or instructs the server to load a prepared saved-game to be used as the the game starting point. The game can now start, with both

instances of the game running but the server doing much of the computation on behalf of the client.

Elements of the game whose computation is (partially or completely) offloadable must implement the Offloadable Entity interface; the latter con-

tains hooks, that is, predefined asynchronous mechanisms for remote function-calling used by the architecture to partition computation between

client and server. Not every offloadable computation is actually offloaded; this is decided dynamically by the Offloading Decision Controller compo-

nent, client-side, and the decisions are communicated to the server. If a computation C is offloaded, the client skips its execution and expects the

results from the server. The server always run the full execution of the game, including the execution of C. When C finishes, the server will send the

result to the client, along with the in-game time t at which the result takes effect. Upon receiving this result and upon arriving at the in-game time t,
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FIGURE 1 The architecture of Mirror and its components. The client and server both run the same game

the client will perform the actions required to integrate the result into its local game-state. Thus, the client and the server will arrive at the same

game state for each game-time t as if the client has executed C itself. Importantly, this synchronization scheme does not constrain the two game

instances, on the client and on the server, to run at the same speed.

Having the full game mirrored on both the client and the server indeed implies that some computation will be duplicated as opposed to simply

having an online game with a strict division of client and server computation. However, the duplication gives us two important benefits. First, with

Mirror, the user can still play the game when no Internet connection is available (part of R1). Second, because the server is not constrained to run

with the same speed, the server is able to run ahead to predict and send the information that the client will need in the near future ahead of time!

This means that the client does not need to pause its own simulation, which is essential to keep the game playable. How this is done is explained in

Section 3.4.

3.2 Offline and online program partitioning through offloadable entities

To benefit from Mirror, developers need to specify which parts of the game's source code represent offloadable computation in an offline process

of program partitioning. Based on our experience with this process, when adapting a sophisticated mobile game to leverage Mirror (described in

Section 4.1), the effort to do this is reduced.

Addressing requirement R3, Mirror leverages the fine-grained structure of sophisticated mobile-game codes. For such games, in-game objects

are often programmed as object-oriented (OO) or OO-like classes. Each of these classes defines the in-game behavior of its objects/instances. At

run-time, multiple instances of the same class can be created. In the most demanding (non-offloaded) RTS games and simulations, hundreds to

thousands of such instances can coexist.15

In Mirror, developers can make an existing game-object class O offloadable by making it implement the offloadable entity (OE) interface. The OE

interface provides a hook for the developers to separate the behavior of O into offloadable and non-offloadable parts. For each offloadable part, a

function must be defined, to be executed by the server, to serialize and send the result of a call back to the client, and a function (to be executed by the

client) to handle and process such a result. Figure 2 indicates, through an OE example, that specifying a part of code as offloadable does not require

significant engineering work. The technical details of the Figure follow the logic of defining OEs introduced earlier in this section. The function

Update()does two tasks: it callsMove()and thenDoPathPlanning(). The functionMove() is always executed, whereasDoPathPlanning()

has been specified, through the OE interface, as offloadable. The latter means thatDoPathPlanning() is only executed on the client if the entity is

currently not being offloaded. If an instance of the class is marked as offloaded and a path-planning event is triggered on the server side, a message

will be sent by the server by creating a custom payload and sending it by calling SendEventMessage(payLoad). When the client receives the

message, it will pass its contents to ReceiveEventMessage(payLoad), which will asynchronously trigger an update of the client-side internal

variable direction.

In the Mirror architecture, offloadable instances (OIs) are in-game instances of an OE, and in Mirror, each of them can be offloaded independently

from all the others. Offloading a compute-part of an OI is achieved through a simple mirrored approach. When the client decides to offload an

instance, it subscribes to get the results of all future calls to the offloadable parts of the instance. If the client decides to start or to stop offloading an

instance, it will communicate this decision with the server, sending: (1) the identifier of the instance (OI), (2) the identifier of the offloadable part of

the OI, and (3) the decision to start or stop. The server acts as a mirror: each time the server finishes a call to an offloadable part of an instance, it will

send an event message (EM) to the client with: (1) the identifier of the instance, (2) the identifier of the function call, (3) the result of the call, and (4) the
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FIGURE 2 Example code of a simplified class, “Vehicle”, implementing the OE interface. See text for details

in-game time at which the call occurred. Upon receiving an EM, the client processes the message by passing the EM and calling the corresponding

processing function of the OI associated with the message.

As remarked before, converting an ordinary game-object class into an OE does not take much work. This is also confirmed by our experience

when converting the Open Transport Tycoon Deluxe (OpenTTD) game to make it offloadable for the case study described in Section 4. To make an

existing game offloadable, developers first have to identify which classes and which code within the classes would be beneficial for offloading. This

boils down to estimating the performance of a specific piece of code. Admittedly, this is not easy, but it is not necessarily very hard either. Modern

games are typically very modularized, eg, by following the OO approach. Play testers can quickly point out which types of game objects would

spawn a lot during typical game plays. These types would map to their corresponding OO classes as potential candidates for offloading. Developers

also often know obvious loops that require a lot of computational power, eg, those loops implementing functionalities like collision detection, path

planning, and AI. Then, profiling can be used to confirm the candidates or to reveal if there are more pieces of code that would make potential

candidates for offloading. In our OpenTTD case study, the parts we chose to offload was simply determined by looking at the code and finding loops

that look very intensive. This did not require much work at all even without prior knowledge of how the code of OpenTTD is structured. The results

(Section 5) reveal that even such a basic approach is already very beneficial. However, when the code of an existing game is not very well structured

or follows the OO approach poorly, it can be hard to pick out functions that can be offloaded easily. This can happen, for example, for functions that

have a large number of side-effects on the gamestate. In such a case, a restructuring of the game's code might be needed to still be able to offload

such a compute-intensive part. When rewriting a game's code or creating a completely new game for offloading, it is therefore important to put

compute-intensive code in functions with limited scopes as much as possible.

3.3 Dynamic offloading decisions and offloading policies

At run-time, Mirror has to decide on offloading OIs. Although all OIs are offloadable, they are not always offloaded. Instead, the decision to actually

offload them is taken dynamically, during the offloading session. Because the server is more powerful than the (mobile) client, simply offloading all

OIs could lead to maximum performance, but it may not always be desirable due to bandwidth usage and power consumption and to Internet-issues

such as delays and jitter. Addressing this situation, in the Mirror architecture, the Offloading Decision Controller component decides online on which

OIs should be offloaded, when, and for how long. The frequency of these offloading decision moments can be adjusted according to the preferences

of the developer or the user. Addressing (R4), game developers can control this decision making process by specifying offloading policies. Several

policies are introduced below; their impact on performance is analyzed in Section 5.6.

The Offloading Decision Controller is responsible for making offloading decisions, client-side. These decisions can be taken based on a variety of

statistics about the resource usage on the client machine and based on the preferences set by the user and/or by the game designers. During an

offloading session, Mirror will collect various metrics (see Section 4.4) such as the current in-game progress rate and delivered frames per second (FPS),

bandwidth usage, and number of already offloaded instances. The active offloading policy makes offloading decisions based on these data-points.

Without developer annotations or profiling information, Mirror policies have to make guesses about which and how many instances to offload and

for how long, aiming to satisfy the criteria for which they were designed. The policies achieve this using a trial-and-error approach coordinated by

the Offloading Decision Controller, by changing the number of offloaded instances, looking at the effect of it, then proceeding to make more changes.

They may thus need time to converge to a good value for the number of offloaded instances.

We equip Mirror with a library of four policies: (1) The target FPS/TPS policy monitors the current FPS of the game and attempts to offload

just enough instances to maintain a user specified FPS or the equivalent policy considering ticks per second (TPS) instead of FPS; (2) the band-

width cap policy offloads, similar to policy (1), as many instances as possible within the user specified limits on download and upload rates; (3) the

coarse-grained only policy will only offload OIs that are marked as coarse-grained, using developer-provided hinting or profiling data; and (4) the

offload all policy simply offloads all possible instances at any given time, for maximum performance.

Game developers can create new offloading policies by writing a decision-making function focusing on specific design and performance goals.

Developers can also define adjustable parameters for these policies, which players of their games can use to further adjust the games at run-time. In

our experience with developing the four policies already available in the Mirror prototype, the required design, engineering, and testing work incur

reasonable overhead.
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3.4 Protocol for real-time asynchronous offloading

During an offloading session, the client and the server in Mirror must synchronize their execution to make sure that their game states are consistent

with each other and thus addressing requirement R5. To synchronize, the de facto standard in the industry is to use the lockstep synchronization

protocol, especially for military simulations14 and RTS games.15 For this protocol, both the client and the server advance their game ticks together.

Thus, their states are always identical at the beginning and end of every tick. The client and the server wait to advance the current tick until they agree

on the (offloaded) computation to occur between the current and next ticks. The server then performs the computation and sends the results to the

client, and the client incorporates the results' effect. Only then will both advance to the next tick. The main drawback of this protocol is that the first

OI processed for the current tick whose computation is to be offloaded cannot receive its needed result from the server until the last OI processed

in the previous round finishes incorporating its offloaded result. If the game has many OIs, this scheme will slow down the game unacceptably.

To improve performance, and contributing to R5, we design for Mirror an asynchronous protocol where the server runs ahead of the client. Intuitively,

this is useful because much of the computation required by games is due to regular in-game updates or a reaction to input from the user from the

relatively far-past. When the client has to offload a computation, the server, who is running ahead due to executing on a more capable machine, has

already sent the result, which the client can immediately pick up from its own message queue.

The protocol we propose for Mirror has the following steps. When the server has to execute an offloaded function, it will execute it as usual and

send the result to the client as a time stamped EM. The client runs behind its offloading-server, but the 'user-input deterministic' requirement (R1.b)

means the client's computation should simply be a mirror of the server. In due time, the client arrives at the same function call (OI update) that the

server already did, and its state would be exactly the same as the server's state when at that tick. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the client transforms

automatically the call into a skipped computation and relies on the result returned by the server instead. Ideally, at the moment of the skip, the

corresponding EM should already be in the client's queue, which means the client does not need to wait every time it wants to offload a function

call. The EM's time stamp indicates that it has to be executed at a scheduled tick. In due time, the EM will be executed, and the effect of the function

call is thus incorporated into the game state. This benefits the smoothness of the game (defined in Section 4.4).

The operation of the Mirror asynchronous offloading relies on the “tick-based” requirement (R1.a, defined in Section 2). Some computation may

depend on the in-game time. For example, when the game simulates a moving vehicle, the distance the vehicle travels between the current and next

ticks depends on the in-game time duration between the ticks. If the computation is offloaded, the duration between ticks must be the same for

both client and server, or else, the server will produce an incorrect result. For this reason, the in-game time duration between ticks must be constant,

which is ensured by the “tick-based” requirement.

Despite the server running ahead of the client, it is still possible for an EM sent by the server to arrive too late at the client, eg, due to delay in the

communication network. An EM is considered late when the client is already at an in-game time that is later that the EM's time stamp. A late EM will

desynchronize the game state between the client and the server. To reduce this risk, we impose the following rules to the operation of Mirror. Let

lower delay (LD) denote the amount of time the server should be ahead of the client. LD should be chosen large enough for EMs to (very likely) arrive

at the client in time. The minimum value of LD is dynamically determined at run-time by periodically measuring the round-trip-time between the

client and the server and dividing it by two to estimate the one-way latency. Let the message delay (MD) be this minimum value. In practice, a slightly

higher value than MD should be chosen for LD to take into account momentary changes in latency. The user can choose this desired safety margin

by choosing a number nLD ≥ 1. At run-time, the architecture will calculate LD using nLD · MD. The intial value for LD is calculated during the startup

of an offloading session. Figure 3 illustrates through an example a possible configuration of LD and MD and also includes the similar concepts UD

and UID, which are explained in Section 3.5. Why the margin for LD should not be chosen infinitely large is also explained in that section.

FIGURE 3 The synchronization protocol of the Mirror architecture at work. The progression of in-game time for the client and the server is
represented as line segments. TR is real-time in milliseconds, and TG is in-game time in ticks. In this example situation, the game performs one tick
every 30 ms. At TR = 1080 ms, the client is at TG = 36 and the server at TG = 39. Example values for the measured MD, user chosen LD and UD, and
the calculated UID are shown in ticks. The client is kept between LD and UD ticks behind the server. An EM generated at TG = 39 at the server will
take at least 60 ms time to arrive at the client. A user-input arriving on the client-side at TG = 39 will be scheduled for execution at TG = 41 for both
the client and the server
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During an offloading session, both the client and the server continuously notify each other of their current in-game time. The frequency at which

this happens is the update frequency (UF). If the client detects that its own in-game time is less than or equal to LD behind the server's, the client

will temporarily pause its own simulation to wait for the server. The user at the client-side can perceive these as the game stuttering. We analyze in

Section 5.2 the impact of this on game smoothness in practice.

3.5 Protocol for synchronization through user-input delay

Aside from EMs, Mirror also needs to synchronize user-inputs received at the client-side with the server (addressing requirement R5). Executing

the effects associated with a user input immediately on the client-side will cause a desynchronization with the server, as the server not only has not

been notified yet of the user input, but it also has already passed in its computation the in-game time at which the client received the input.

To solve this problem, the execution of the user input event is delayed on the client-side and rescheduled at a tick that is in the future for the

in-game time of both the client and the server. The new tick at which the user input will be used in updates (will be executed) is calculated client-side.

This is done by taking the currently known server-tick and adding to it the user input delay (UID), which is the number of ticks to be added to ensure

the message arrives at the server on-time. UID is computed as n · MD, where n is chosen by the user and MD has been introduced in Section 3.4.

UID should account for the time it takes for the message from the client to arrive at the server and the client not having the most up to date in-game

time of the server. By experimenting with different values, we discovered that a value of n = 2 works well with our setup (Section 4).

After the client schedules the user input and sends the message to the server, both will proceed to simulate their game as normal until they arrive

at the scheduled in-game time. At that moment, they will execute the user input event.

Because the server is a faster machine than the client, the in-game time of the server will be increasingly further away from the client as real-time

passes. In principle, this benefits the offloading processs described in Section 3.4, as this way, EMs will most certainly arrive on time, and the client

will never need to pause its simulation to wait for the server, avoiding stuttering altogether. However, if the server is very far ahead of the client, all

user input will need to be scheduled very far in the future of the client too. This will create unacceptable input delays perceived by the user, making

the game unplayable. This is why LD should not be chosen infinitely large but instead should balance between game stability and smoothness on

one side and user input delay on the other. (The alternative of recomputing state on the server, which means computing ahead of time is treated as

speculative execution can lead to significant complications in the computational model and falls outside the scope of this work.)

The rule imposed by LD is only used to keep the in-game time of the client and of the server close. To reduce the user-input delay, it is also necessary

to keep the client not too far behind the server. To do this, we define the upper delay (UD) and depict it in Figure 3. The value of UD is calculated in

the same way as LD: by multiplying a number nUD chosen by the user with the measured MD at run-time. An additional constraint is that nLD ≤ nUD,

whereas the rule imposed by LD is checked at the client-side, and the rule imposed by UD is checked at the server-side. If the server detects that it

is more than UD ticks ahead of the client, it will pause its own simulation to wait for the client. The number of ticks calculated by UD-LD represents

a buffer time for sudden network delays. A large buffer results in longer user input delays but improved game stability and smoothness under bad

network conditions. A small buffer (or no buffer when nLD = nUD) results in shorter user input delays but a decrease in game stability and smoothness.

4 EXPERIMENT SETUP

We introduce in this section the experiment setup we have used to validate and analyze the Mirror architecture. To conduct experiments with a Mirror

system that implements the architecture, we develop a real-world prototype running a sophisticated mobile game. We set up the experimental

environment to include accessible and relatively inexpensive devices, both on the client- and on the server-side. We further set up the infrastructure

to experiment with different real-life workloads and scenarios (eg, both home computers and cloud computing settings), from which we collect

diverse results (eg, metrics for performance, in-game experience, power consumption, and network consumption). The use of this setup for the

specific experiments conducted in this work is explored in Section 5 and summarized in Table 2.

4.1 A Mirror prototype

Addressing requirement R1, we have implemented a real-world prototype of the Mirror architecture and applied it to the complex real-world game

Open Transport Tycoon Deluxe (OpenTTD). OpenTTD is a popular and active open-source re-implementation of the best-selling real-time strategy

game Transport Tycoon Deluxe (1994). OpenTTD provides many new extensions over the original and allows more players and more objects to be

simultaneously in the game, which makes OpenTTD much more computation-intensive than the 1994-original and a good real-world sophisticated

game to experiment with. The work of Shen et al18 discusses why OpenTTD is a suitable game for research purposes. Figure 4 depicts a typical view

from this game.

In OpenTTD, players manage a transport company. The goal of the game is to earn more money than other companies by building roads and

vehicles and transporting various types of goods across the map. OpenTTD is a computation-intensive game due to the high number of objects that

can be in the game at the same time that must be continuously updated. The version of OpenTTD used in the experiments has a maximum of 33 TPS

when running the game at normal speed (so, one tick every 30 ms); it will run at lower TPS if the machine is not able to simulate the game that fast.
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FIGURE 4 OpenTTD as used in the experiments running on a mobile device

The official OpenTTD is free open-source software written in C++ and developed using modern software engineering practices.* For the mobile

version of the game, we use as codebase the OpenTTD Android-port,19 version 1.4.4.36. This version of OpenTTD can be built for both Android

and Linux using the same code, which is useful for our experiments. It also allows playing in the same game with clients compiled from the core

OpenTTD code and running on any platform (eg, also Windows and Mac operating systems).

Our implementation of Mirror offloads 2 types of objects of OpenTTD. First, all types of road vehicles can be offloaded. The offloadable parts con-

sist of the path-planning and the collision-detection functions. Second, the AI (artificial intelligence) of non-player–controlled companies can be

offloaded. In terms of offloading granularity, the computation associated with each individual road-vehicle is fine-grained as these game-objects

occur frequently but are not computationally intensive on their own. In contrast, the computation for AI decisions is much more intensive and

infrequent, and thus, AI offloading is coarse-grained.

4.2 Infrastructure for experiments

We have conducted experiments with OpenTTD and Mirror, with the client deployed on different mobile devices (2 types), and the server deployed

on different infrastructure (3 types, including cloud-based infrastructure). For all devices, we focus conservatively on devices with low or moderate

performance, thus representing the common devices found in possession of players or accessible to them for a reasonable budget.

As mobile devices, we used a low-performance device, Nexus 3 (Galaxy Nexus), and a moderate-performance device, Nexus 6. As infrastruc-

ture for the server, we have used a moderate-performance Samsung Q330 laptop locally, and a low-performance Amazon EC2 t2.micro, and a

moderate-performance t2.medium cloud (virtual) machines located in Frankfurt. The Samsung Q330 laptop was connected to the client-device using

a local LAN connection, whereas the connection between the client and the Amazon EC2 servers is WAN Internet-based. Although it is interesting

to see the effects of different network technologies (like 3G and 4G) on Mirror, it is not the focus of this work.

4.3 Input workloads for experiments

As workload, we use OpenTTD to generate gameplay workload with average computational load, using players controlled each by an artificial intelli-

gence to play the game and gradually populate the game world with different types of entities. The parameters for the in-game map such as flatness,

density of cities and industrial buildings, etc, were chosen to make playing and building on the map as easy as possible. The work of Shen et al18

discusses how specific map settings affect the computational load of OpenTTD.

To prevent warm-up effects in our experiments, we first run OpenTTD and save the game after the in-game world is populated with

load-generating objects. Because OpenTTD is tick-based (R1.a in Section 2), the save-games can act as starting points, that is, they can be continued

in our experiments. We have created 6 starting points for our experiments, with the characteristics summarized in Table 1.

Our experiments rely on AI players instead of real-user interactions. This ensures that the computational load is reproducible because

OpenTTD is user-input deterministic (R1.b in Section 2). Our experiments use popular and competitive community-developed AIs such as OtviAI,20

*A summary of the development process of the international community-development process of OpenTTD is available online at https://wiki.openttd.org/FAQ_development.

https://wiki.openttd.org/FAQ_development
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TABLE 1 Starting points for OpenTTD experiments: one saved-game per
starting point, with number of OIs (‘Road vehicles’), number of artificial
intelligence players (‘AIs’), and in-game time at the start of each saved game

Input Workload Road Vehicles AIs Game Time, ticks

Save 1 267 4 52 836

Save 2 620 5 93 462

Save 3 1519 7 196 544

Save 4 2685 9 311 688

Save 5 4859 14 542 124

Save 6 6337 14 705 368

the SimpleAI, 21 and the ChooChoo AI.22 Both the OtviAI and SimpleAI have been designed to play the game as best as possible using a variety of

strategies, while the ChooChoo AI aims by design to build railroad networks that resemble the gameplay of the best players. This gives the gener-

ated saved games a good distribution of the types of vehicles built during the game and of gameplay styles, making them representative of typical

OpenTTD games played by real players.

4.4 Measured outputs and main metrics

For each experiment run, the monitoring tool developed in the Mirror prototype measures and records a variety of outputs. Only the subset relevant

for the experiments in this work is used in the analysis in Section 5. The subset includes the following key in-game metrics on the client-side: the

TPS, bandwidth usage in kBps, the number of times the client had to wait for the server (“Number of Waits”), the arithmetic mean of the duration of

these waits in milliseconds (“Average Waiting Time”), power consumption in mW, and the MD value.

As the key performance indicator for performance, we use the number of TPS the client can simulate; higher values are better. Although measuring

the FPS of the game would have been a better metric that gamers could relate to, OpenTTD did not allow for accurate FPS measurements. This is

because in the version of OpenTTD used in the experiments, a new frame is only drawn when there are visual changes in the current view of the

game world, which can lower the FPS without any relation to the performance of the game. CPU usage also did not turn out to be a good metric to

measure performance. This is because if offloading saves CPU time, the game will automatically use the saved CPU time to simulate the next (more)

ticks. When the system has to adapt to dynamic conditions, as in the case of policies that offload selectively (in this work, Policies 1–3 in Section 3.3),

we also report the convergence time, which we define as the time it takes for the system to converge to a stable behavior (measured in real-time

seconds or in in-game ticks).

To characterize gameplay experience without requiring costly and time-consuming user studies, we further define two proxy-metrics. We define

game smoothness as the ability of the game to keep the game wait-free, expressed as a metric as the average time spent waiting from the total time

spent in the game session; we also report the “Number of Waits” and “Average Waiting Time” to better analyze game smoothness. We define game

responsiveness as the time it takes the client to depict updates corresponding to player-input, expressed in in-game time (in ticks) or in real-world

time (in milliseconds).

A special type of setup, available only for the Nexus 3 device, was used to measure the effect of offloading on the power consumption on the

client-side. The equipment used to do the actual power measuring is the Power Monitor by Monsoon Solutions Inc,23 which,unlike software-only

approaches, is a high-frequency high-accuracy device but is also very intrusive (it requires soldering on the mobile hardware).

4.5 Experiment configuration, runs, and baseline for comparison

To see the effects of using different offloading policies, some of the experiments tested the policies introduced in Section 3.3 for both types of client

devices connecting to the t2.medium server. In particular, we want to see how well Mirror can enforce the policies and discover what kind of effects

they would have on the offloading process. Four policies are defined in Section 3.3, namely target TPS, bandwidth cap, offload all, and coarse only.

For the target TPS policy, the target TPS is set to 20. This is low but still keeps OpenTTD playable and can be enhanced with various client-side

rendering-techniques, including frame buffering and interpolation. For the bandwidth cap policy, the maximum download rate is set to 5000 B/s and

upload rate to 2000 B/s. The policy coarse-only will only do coarse-grained offloading. More precisely, the AIs mentioned in Section 4.3 are offloaded.

This policy is tested so that we can compare the performance gained from fine-grained offloading to that off coarse-grained. On other experiments,

offload all policy is used, where we offload all OIs at all times, to provide a binary distinction between offloading and not offloading.

An experiment run consists of using a certain client-device, connecting it with one of the server machines through a university Wi-Fi connection,

and starting the game at one of the saved games. Each combination was run 3 times with each run lasting around 4 minutes. The power consump-

tion experiments were done by connecting the Nexus 3 with the Amazon EC2.nano server and testing all saved games with and without offloading.

Because trial runs on this setup revealed that the power consumption between separate runs with the same parameter combination does not

fluctuate significantly, we run each parameter combination only once, for 4 minutes.
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An additional set of experiments with OpenTTD without offloading were also performed to act as the baseline for comparison. These baseline tests

were performed for every combination of client device, and saved game and were also performed 3 times for each combination with a running time

of 4 minutes each.

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

This section aims to answer the question of whether the Mirror architecture can beneficially perform computation-offloading while keeping the

game playable. To this end, we conduct real-world experiments using the experimental setup introduced in the previous section.

Table 2 summarizes the configuration parameters and reported metrics for each experiment. For all the graphs in this section, the horizontal axis

contains the number of OIs with larger values corresponding to more computationally demanding workload.

5.1 Performance

Figure 5 shows, per client device, the TPS results without offloading and with offloading, when using different servers. The Nexus 3 is a fairly old

device, and the results show that it cannot manage to run OpenTTD at the maximum TPS even at very low computational loads without offloading.

The performance of the game rapidly drops as the computational loads increase. The results show that turning offloading on significantly increases

the performance of the game and is able to nearly double the number of ticks that this device can do at higher computational loads. The results for

the Nexus 6 device shows a similar trend; although a significantly more powerful device than the Nexus 3, the performance on Nexus 6 also drops

significantly at higher computational loads without offloading, while with offloading, it can practically maintain near maximum performance. This

shows that, from a pure performance perspective, the Mirror architecture is able to beneficially offload very fine-grained functions, making it able

to scale well with the computational load of the program.

The results also show that to perform offloading for a single client, a very small server is sufficient to obtain a large (and needed) performance

increase at the client-side. This result indicates Mirror itself does not add much overhead to the server-side computation, so the server only needs

enough computational capacity to run the game faster than the client. This result is expected to hold in practice because, currently, it is not diffi-

cult to find servers, desktops, and even laptops that are more powerful than even the most modern mobile device. Moreover, unlike cloud gaming

TABLE 2 Summary of the experiments: for each experiment, its section in the article and its focus, its configuration parameters
(the resources used for the “Server” and for the “Client”, and the “Policy”), and the “Metrics” used to report results

Focus Client Server Policy Metrics

§5.1 Performance Nexus 3, 6 Laptop, EC2 t2.micro, EC2 t2.medium Offload All (Policy 4) TPS

§5.2 Game smoothness Nexus 3, 6 Laptop, EC2 t2.micro, EC2 t2.medium Offload All Smoothness, others

§5.3 Game responsiveness Nexus 3, 6 Laptop, EC2 t2.micro, EC2 t2.medium Offload All Delay in ticks, real time

§5.4 Power consumption Nexus 3 EC2 t2.micro Offload All, TPS limit (Policy 1) Power consumption

§5.5 Bandwidth usage Nexus 3, 6 Laptop, EC2 t2.micro, EC2 t2.medium Offload All Download rate

§5.6 Policy vs. performance Nexus 3, 6 EC2 t2.micro Policies 1–4 TPS, download rate
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FIGURE 6 The game smoothness results: number of waits and the average waiting time as a function of increasing game workload. A “wait” occurs
when the protocol in Section 3.4 decides that the client starts to run too fast and thus has to wait. If this happens too, often the player will
experience the game as if it is stuttered. The Figures above show that, most of times, there are less than 60 waits during each of the four minute
runs, with the average of 40 waits. The waiting time of each wait stays mostly below 100 ms (averaging in 60 ms) even when we increase the
number of offloaded entities. While these waits might be noticeable by the user, they are very short and infrequent

(discussed in Section 7), the Mirror server is not required to render game world to perform offloading for the client, which further decreases the

system requirements for the server-side.

5.2 Game smoothness

Section 3.4 explained how the Mirror architecture synchronizes offloaded events and how this system can potentially cause client-side stuttering. To

analyze the severity of such stuttering, we have collected wait-related data from every experiment and summarized the results in Figure 6. Overall,

the data we obtained show that the number of waits of each run is low, averaging to about 40 times over the period of four minutes. However,

the number also fluctuates much, in particular on the configurations that use cloud-based servers (t2.micro and t2.medium), where the standard

deviation (of the number of waits) for each set of the 3 runs can be as high as 40. Most of the times, clients using t2.medium, which is a stronger

server, experience less number of waits compared to when t2.micro is used, but this is not always the case. Such fluctuations are likely caused by

fluctuating delivery of CPU cycles of the cloud servers as well as fluctuating network condition (the connection between the client and these servers

goes through the Internet). Such varying conditions are inherent when we use cloud servers. To average over these variations, in Figure 6, we show

the average of t2.micro and t2.medium as representing the performance of using a cloud server and compare it against the performance of using

the LAN-connected Q330 server.

The results on the Q330 server show a steadier trend. This server is more consistent in terms of delivered CPU cycles and connection (it is a

physical and dedicated server and connected to the client through a LAN). The results of Q330 can thus be seen as the smoothness that we could

get if we factor out the above mentioned fluctuation. As a side note, other metrics, namely TPS, power consumption, and bandwidth usage, appear

to be less sensitive to such varying conditions. See Figures 5, 7, and 8, which show steady trends despite the use of cloud servers.

From the results, the average waiting time stays consistently at about 60 ms on all servers, which indicates that the extra distance between the

Amazon EC2 servers and the local Samsung Q330 server has little influence on this metric. We also analyze the duration of individual waits and find
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FIGURE 8 The measured download rate on the client-side when performing offloading with different servers. The Figures show that the download
rate is well below 15 kBps even on the configurations with the highest number of offloaded entities. Even with the older 3G networks, such a rate
is very low

that they are generally around 30 ms to 70 ms. Very rarely, they do spike to several hundred milliseconds (the data for individual waits is not depicted

in Figure 6), but on the other hand, for example for RTS games, latency of 1000 ms is still considered as acceptable.24,25

Interestingly, for both client devices, the number of waits shows a downward trend as the computational load increases. There is a good expla-

nation for this. As the client simulates the game slower, it takes the client longer real-time to get close enough to the server's tick to trigger a wait.

This not only gives the server more time to simulate further away from the client but, more importantly, also for the server's tick update messages

to arrive at the client even when the network conditions slightly change for the worse.

Overall, with the client having to wait on average around 40 times and for 60 ms each time, the total time spend waiting is less than 1% of the total

simulation time. While such waits might be noticeable by the player, they are very short and infrequent. Furthermore, if multiple short waits occur

shortly after one another, the player will likely not experience it as stuttering but rather as a slight decrease in performance, which is in general a

better experience than stuttering.

5.3 Game responsiveness

The protocol for user-input synchronization introduced in Section 3.5 incurs delay in response to user inputs directly related to the MD value

between the client and the server.

The MD value measured during the experiments ranged from 1 to 2 ticks, which corresponds to around 30 to 60 ms real-time. The UF of the game

was set to once per tick, and the UD value changed dynamically and was calculated as 3 · MD. In the worst-case scenario, the client remains 6 ticks

behind the server and schedules the user input event 4 ticks in the future of the currently known server tick. This means that the client needs to wait

at worst 10 ticks before it can execute the user input event, which corresponds to around 300 ms delay. At best, the client is only one tick behind the

server and schedules the event 2 ticks in the future of the server, resulting in a total of 3 ticks wait, which corresponds to around 90 ms delay.

For real-time simulation/strategy (RTS) games such as OpenTTD, we find that Mirror leads to delays that typical players would find acceptable.24,25

However, our results also indicate Mirror is not yet capable of supporting all game genres. In particular, Mirror is currently unsuitable for fast-paced
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genres such as e-sports and real-time first-person shooter (FPS) games. For FPS games, players start to notice delays above 100 ms.26 Mirror greatly

exceeds this threshold: the worst-case delay is around 300 ms, and the best case scenario, albeit acceptable at 90 ms, is unlikely to happen consis-

tently in practice. The average delay during the experiments was around 150 ms, and for this situation, the client will lag behind also in synchronized

content: because the server machine is faster than the client machine, it will likely consistently keep the client UD ticks behind it instead of LD ticks.

For the 150 ms scenario, the MD value is equal to 1, and the client 3 stays ticks behind the server. For such games, the response times of Mirror are

worse than those of existing cloud gaming systems.27

5.4 Power consumption

Figure 7 shows the power consumption on the Nexus 3 mobile device, with and without offloading. (Section 4.4 discusses why the use of the

high-frequency, high-fidelity measurement tool means we could not conduct this experiment also on the Nexus 6 device.) The results show a clear

trade-off between performance and power consumption.

When using offloading, the power consumption of the client device is nearly 20% higher than without offloading. This could seem surprising

because one of the goals of this work is to reduce power consumption through offloading. However, the increased consumption is not spent on

offloading. Because offloading has indeed saved local CPU cycles, the OpenTTD simulator uses them to simulate more ticks per second, increas-

ing the performance of the game as witnessed in Figure 5. Thus, the client device not only consumes power to use its Wi-Fi interface to perform

offloading but also continues to use its CPU at full capacity. To confirm this explanation, we also conduct power-consumption experiments with the

target TPS policy (Policy 1 in Section 3.3) instead of Policy 4. When limiting the number of TPS OpenTTD is allowed to perform to the number of

ticks that the Nexus 3 can do without offloading, we see indeed that the client device can save nearly 20% power (curve “with offloading and TPS

limit” in Figure 7), outweighing the extra power used by the Wi-Fi connection for the offloading protocol.

These results show a clear trade-off the game developer and the game player have to make, between performance and power consumption. Using

offloading on a device that is too “small” to run the game on its own at the maximum speed will result in a significant performance increase but

also in increased power consumption. If the device can already run the game at or near the maximum speed, offloading can decrease the power

consumption of the game. If the player is satisfied with the performance of the game without offloading, the game should allow the player to limit

its simulation speed to save power with offloading.

5.5 Bandwidth usage

Figure 8 shows the average download rate results on the client-side. The data shows that, even when offloading a very high number of OIs, the

download rate is well within the limits of 3G networks, and thus also for the more modern but not everywhere-accessible, 5G, Wi-Fi, and WiMax.

We see that the choice of the server has little impact on the download rate. The data packages the server sent mainly consist of EMs, whereas

the messages that are used to control the rest of the offloading process have minimal impact on the download rate as they are often only exchanged

once and their number and size do not scale with the number of OIs. The other type of message that does generate some significant download rate

on the client-side are tick update messages from the server as these are sent very frequently. The three servers used in the experiments do indeed

have different strength. However, the synchronization protocol (Section 3.5) prevents them from running more than UD ticks ahead the client.

Consequently, the rate with which they send the EMs and tick update messages will also be quite similar, provided they are all fast enough to be able

to outpace the client (they are).

The reason that the download rate is not increasing as fast as the number of OIs for the Nexus 3 is that the device is simulating the game much

slower due to the increased computational load caused by those OIs. A slower simulation means less offloaded events happening in the same amount

of real-time, which decreases the download rate required. A faster client will therefore require a higher download capacity. As shown in Section 5.1,

the Nexus 6 can simulate the game at nearly the maximum speed with offloading even at the maximum computational load. This has caused the

download rate of the Nexus 6 device to be much higher than the Nexus 3 device.

The average upload rate was around 200 B/s for all setups, and thus, it is too low to be worth showing. The upload rate consists mainly of tick

update messages sent by the client to the server as, again, other types of messages only occur once in a single offloading session. Mirror requires

very little upload capacity to perform offloading for even high number of instances as an OI does not require the client to send any information

to the server except when changing the state of that instance to offloaded or vice-versa. This makes the upload rate scale incredibly well with the

number of OIs.

During the experiments, there was no user playing the game, so the upload rate is purely caused by network traffic used by offloading. In a real-life

scenario, the required upload rate will be higher as the client needs to send user-input messages to the server. The increase in bandwidth require-

ments depends on the frequency and size of user inputs for that particular game, but even in sophisticated non-mobile games, this rate is kept under

10 - 20 kBps.28
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5.6 Impact of the offloading policy on performance

Figure 9 shows the results of the experiments with all the offloading policies considered in this work. Only the average TPS and the download

rate metrics were chosen to compare these policies. This is because the policies are designed to make trade-offs between these two parameters.

Ideally, one would also consider the power consumption, but a policy for this could not be implemented as the Nexus 6 device did not have a setup

to accurately measure its power consumption. We do show power-consumption results using the Nexus 3 setup but only for Policies 1 and 4 in

Section 5.4.

The results of the target TPS and the bandwidth cap policies both indicate that these policies behave as designed. Both try to maintain just enough

offloaded instances to satisfy their conditions and will only offload instances to try to improve their metrics when their limit-conditions are not met.

We can actually see in the graphs when these policies start offloading. For example, in the top-left graph in Figure 9, we can see that in the beginning,

as the load is increased up to 1500 vehicles, the target TPS policy delivers similar TPS as doing no offloading at all (the TPS of no-offloading policy).

This is to be expected, since so far, doing no offloading still delivers at least 20 TPS, which is the set TPS limit for the target TPS policy. When the load

is increased further, we can see that the TPS of doing no offloading drops below 20. In contrast, the TPS of the target TPS policy increases. This is

because the policy becomes active; it senses the dropping TPS and reacts by offloading entities and by doing so manages to keep the TPS around its

target 20 TSP. Similarly, in the bottom-right graph, we can see that in the beginning, as the load is increased up to 2700 vehicles, the bandwidth cap

policy's download rate is about the same as doing no offloading at all. This is because, so far, the download rate is still around or below 5 KBps, which

is the cap set for the bandwidth cap policy. When the load is further increased, doing no offloading results in increasingly higher download rate, thus

breaching the cap. We can see that bandwidth cap policy responds correctly as it manages to keep the download rate around 5 KBps (by performing

offloading).

The results show that the target TPS policy is indeed better at keeping the average ticks per second close to the target, whereas the bandwidth cap

policy is better at keeping the download rate close to the limit we set. Which of these two should then be used depends on what the player values

the most: high TPS or low download-rate. The results show that these two policies are customizable enough for the player to use and to make the

trade-off.
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The results of the coarse-only policy (that is, offloading AIs, see Section 4.1) are interesting as they show that, in the early saved games, this policy

significantly increases performance, achieving results almost as good as offloading all instances but with lower power-consumption. However, as the

number of instances increases, the effects of offloading only the coarse instances drops rapidly, almost to the point that there is barely any difference

with not offloading at all. Because this result depends on the ratio of computational load incurred in OpenTTD by AI players (coarse-grained) and

road vehicles (fine-grained), we conclude that how well the coarse-only policy policy performs will depend on the game code and how the game objects

are partitioned.

The time the policies needed to converge to a stable behavior ranged from 30 to 120 seconds depending on the saved game. This convergence time

could be improved in the future by profiling the game.

6 DISCUSSION ABOUT LIMITATIONS, THREATS, AND OPPORTUNITIES

We discuss in this section the known limitations of our current Mirror architecture and opportunities for future research and identify several threats

to the validity of our experiments and opportunities for further experimentation.

6.1 Known limitations and opportunities for future research

Some important challenges remain to be solved. The first one is how to reduce user input delay to make the architecture usable for a broader range of

games, in particular, for games with low tolerance for latency such as the first-person shooter genre. We can do this for example by more accurately

measure network latencies. In the current architecture, network delays are measured in ticks instead of milliseconds. This approach was used as it

was easier to reason with as nothing was allowed to happen in between ticks. Moreover, how long a tick actually takes in real-time depends on how

fast the client can simulate the game. For example, in the experiments, the client ran OpenTTD at 30 TPS tops. There is then around 33 ms real-time

in between ticks. Any actual network latency below this would then still be considered to take 33 ms long. By measuring the actual network latency

instead, the values for LD and UD can be calculated more accurately, creating tighter bounds on the number of ticks that the client and the server

are apart from each other and allowing user input to be executed sooner. A more aggressive way to reduce user input delay is by not letting the

client schedule the user input for the server. Instead, the client only notifies the server of a user input, without providing a time stamp. As soon as

the server receives the message, it will process the user input in the next tick and immediately sends a message back to the client along with the

information on the tick at which this user input was executed by the server (which is running ahead of the client). The client will then process the

returned message just like an EM. This avoids the client overestimating how far ahead it needs to schedule the user input and ensures that the user

input is always executed at the earliest possible moment. This also eliminates the need to calculate UID.

Recovering from desynchronization is another challenge that we do not address in the current work. Desynchronization happens when the client

state, upon entering some in-game time T, turns out to be different than the server state at that time. There are however already plenty of work in

the literature addressing similar problems. For example, the problem also occurs in parallel discrete-event simulations (PDES)29 and in multi-server

online games.30 In PDES, multiple processors are used to simulate individuals. They interact by sending events to each other. The Time Warp

algorithm31 is, for example, an optimistic algorithm used to improve performance. Each processor would optimistically process incoming events

without regard of the states and the speed of other processors. It may then happen, that a processor P receives an event sent by another processor

that is behind P's simulation time, hence desynchronization has occurred. To recover from desynchronization, each processor saves a checkpoint,

that is, the last state (its own state) that can be safely inferred to be consistent with that of others. When the processor receives a desynchronizing

event, it rolls back its state to the checkpoint, recalculates the correct order of events, and re-execute them. Such a roll back may also cause some

events that the processor sent to be incorrect and has to be cancelled. This is done by sending “anti-messages”. The same approach can be applied

in Mirror because Mirror's synchronization algorithm can be seen as an optimistic algorithm. However, forcing the client to do a roll back is not user

friendly, and the overhead to facilitate it is expensive for the client (the client needs to regularly save its state). Fortunately, it is sufficient if we only

roll back the server to recalculate a new consistent state. If every message in Mirror is extended with sent-time time stamp and sequence number,

the client and the server will be able to calculate the sequence of events as the client perceives it from the moment of the server's checkpoint. This

enables the server to reconstruct a new state that is consistent with the client, and the game can then continue. This can be further improved by

employing a trailing state. A trailing state synchronization algorithm is proposed to synchronize the states of multiple instances of the game running in

different server in a multi-server online game.30 The algorithm avoids Time Wrap's overhead of making checkpoints (which can be substantial if the

game has a very large state to save) by deliberately letting some servers to trail behind in their progress. When a server needs to roll back, it then

copies the state of a trailing server. This can be employed in Mirror by running a second instance of the game in the server to maintain a trailing state.

Although not used in the experiments, the Mirror architecture can, at run-time, change the number of offloaded OIs and which type of OIs to

offload. In the future, actual profiling data of the game should be fed into the policies, and the architecture should also be able to profile the game

while running. This allows the architecture to make better offloading decisions that improves bandwidth and power usage efficiency and provide

the developers and players with statistics of the effects of offloading.
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6.2 Threats to validity and opportunities for further experimentation

The currently conducted experiments were only conducted using a fairly stable Wi-Fi connection for the client. Most mobile users will likely use 3G,

4G, or less stable public Wi-Fi connections while traveling. It will be interesting to see whether the game remains playable with these less reliable

connections.

In this work, we only implemented Mirror for only one mobile game. Experiments with other sophisticated mobile games are needed to discover

potential problems of implementation for different games and to measure performance. With regards to game smoothness, however, we believe

that performance metric is independent on what kind of game is being played. Instead, it is mainly dependent on the network conditions and the

speed at which the client and the server can simulate a single tick, regardless what actually happens during a tick of any game.

Due to the game state at the server-side being representative for the game state at the client-side, it may be possible to offload entire features to

the server-side. These features may include features such as logging or the achievement system of games. It would be interesting to see what other

things are possible with this system and how implementing this can be made easy for the developers.

The Mirror architecture currently only offloads computation. Offloading other types of resources may be very beneficial too, especially graphics.

It will be challenging to create a system that can partially offload the rendering process without gaining the negative effects that are inherent to

cloud gaming systems.

An automated offline partitioning system will be very useful for developers. However, it is unclear to which extend this can be done without forcing

the developers to write the behaviors of their game objects in a pre-defined format, which would defeat the purpose of the automation.

7 RELATED WORK

In this section, we compare qualitatively our work with prior studies. In contrast to the large body of existing work on offloading, our work focuses on

finding out the effects of offloading on sophisticated mobile games. For this, we have created a framework that tries to meet the high real-time and user

experience requirements of sophisticated mobile games. There are two key aspects that our framework differs from other offloading frameworks.

The first one is that we do not use a stateless server but use replication instead. The second one is that the client only needs to subscribe to certain

in-game events that it wants to offload. The client then does not need to run the logic of those events itself but only needs to wait for the results

that the server sends. These two aspects together makes it possible that the client can continue the gameloop without the need to offload and wait

for the result of every call to an offloadable function. Another benefit is that it significantly lowers the overhead required for offloading because the

client does not need to serialize game states.

One of the first known proposals for using offloading to alleviate some fundamental constraints in mobile computing was cyber foraging by

Balan et al,32 where clients would use local wireless network technologies to discover resourceful machines (surrogates). Surrogates are used in

two ways. In data staging, a surrogate acts as an Internet cache for a client, predicting and fetching information from distant servers for the client.

Alternatively, the client can send code to a surrogate to be executed there. The aforementioned work inspired numerous other projects creating

variations of the implementation of cyber foraging.33-36 They differ from each other primarily in how and which part of applications are profiled

and partitioned for local and remote execution, how offloading is decided and controlled, how surrogates are discovered, and how they are man-

aged. Despite these variations, the general idea of computation-offloading remains the same: to reduce the work of the mobile client by using the

resources of other machines and using a network connection to transfer the information.

Between 2000 and 2015, as shown by the surveys by Olteanu and Ţăpuş12 and Khan,13 offloading has become a fairly popular topic. For example,

Flores and Srirama37 investigated the use of a fuzzy decision engine and evidence-based learning methods to dynamically configure offloading

parameters and decisions. Hassan and Chen38 investigated offloading to other mobile devices instead of to servers. To compensate for weaker com-

putation power, they arrange the devices to form a map-reduce framework, used to offload a map-reduce type of computation. Cai et al39 proposed

an agent-based architecture where the target application is structured as a network of communicating components, each is treated as a mobile

agent. These agents are then deployed on a cloud/server. At the runtime, the network is partitioned by migrating some agents to the clients in order

to split the computing cost. The partitioning may change dynamically in order to adapt to the changing parameters at the clients and the cloud. Since

finding an optimal partition (when given a certain cost function) can be non-trivial, they also investigated the use of genetic algorithm to calculate it.

Huerta-Canepa and Dongman40 investigated computation sharing: if multiple clients can figure out that they need to do the same computation or

the same fragment of a computation, only one needs to do it and the result can be shared. Zhang and Jeong41 investigated the problem of elasticity

in offloading and proposed a model that can facilitate it.

There have not been many offloading frameworks that were tested on video games though, and even fewer were created specifically for them.

Examples of the latter type are that of Li et al,9 Chu et al,10 Kemp et al,4 and Cuervo et al.11 However, these works only tested their framework

using very simple games such as board games. They also use a stateless server. The client is then required to serialize its game state at every call of

an offloaded function and send it to the server along with the function to call. The server will then perform the function and send the game state

back. During all this time, the client is required to block the program. This generally works well for simple non-real-time games but is unacceptable

for modern games and cannot work for sophisticated real-time strategy (RTS) games such as OpenTTD.

The previously mentioned work by Cai et al39 showed that an agent-based architecture can handle the offloading of more sophisticated games,

eg, one of the games they studied is a prototype game called Skeleton that involves advanced 3D graphics. However, the games studied in the
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aforementioned work39 consist of only a handful of agents, implying that the resulting offloading is coarse-grained. In contrast, the OpenTTD game

studied in this paper and similarly most other RTS games, generate a large number (thousands) of entities/agents. For such a game, fine-grained

offloading as in Mirror is a key towards optimizing its offloading.

The work most similar to ours is the work of Kemp et al,4 which created the Cuckoo framework, a system that can perform computation offload

for Android applications. The authors have created a programming model that extends the build process of Android applications. It automatically

creates interfaces for Android services that the developer has to implement. At run-time, the Cuckoo framework can decide whether a call to a

service should be done locally or remotely. Like many other offloading frameworks, the Cuckoo framework also uses a stateless server and offloads

functions on a call by call basis. Another limitation of their work is that their framework enforces the use of the Android build structure and also

requires that the server side uses the Java virtual machine.

An existing alternative to offloading for games is cloud gaming.5,42 Cloud gaming attempts to allow users to play the most modern games without

the need to constantly upgrade their hardware. Cloud gaming systems execute all of the game's logic on a remote cloud server, render the scene, and

send it as either a video or drawing instructions42 to the client. The client itself is very thin and only acts as a user input terminal and video player.

Cloud gaming can be considered the most extreme form of offloading, where only the bare minimum is done on the client, enabling a much thinner

client than the ones required for offloading.

Out of the many cloud gaming systems that existed over the years, only a few remain such as StreamMyGame and GamingAnywhere.5 The exact

reason for why commercial cloud gaming systems have not been very successful is outside the scope of this article, but at least from a technical

point of view, cloud gaming systems are very sensitive to network latency and package loss,7,8 both of which are problems inherent to the Internet.

Although offloading is influenced by these same problems, it is less sensitive to them. This is because the frequency and the size of data transfer for

offloading is much lower compared to the video stream of cloud gaming systems. Moreover, the concept of offloading is more flexible and provides

many opportunities to mask network problems. Section 3.4 shows how the Mirror framework copes with network jitter. Another advantage that

Mirror has over cloud gaming is that Mirror does not require the server to render the scene as that is still done client-side. This enables the use of

very light-weight servers and avoids the use of expensive render farms cloud gaming systems require.

8 CONCLUSION

The mobile gaming market needs new approaches to cope with the limited computing and power capacity of current mobile devices. Addressing

these limitations, in this article, we have proposed the Mirror architecture, focusing on computation-offloading for sophisticated, real-life mobile

games. Mirror works asynchronously, which is necessary in enabling a game to run smoothly. By design, Mirror also enables both offline and online

offloading decisions, offering the offloadable entity as a powerful abstraction. We also design Mirror to allow for developer- and/or user-level control

of offloading through a policy-based mechanism and equip Mirror with four offloading policies. The experimental results obtained using a real-world

implementation of Mirror and the complex, real-life RTS-game OpenTTD show that computation-offloading can be beneficially used to increase the

performance of sophisticated mobile games while keeping it playable. As trade-off, computation-offloading delays user inputs but, as we find exper-

imentally, acceptably so for RTS games. With the current design, the delay can be too long for high-speed action games but is still acceptable for

many other game genres, including real-time strategy games. The results also show that offloading may either decrease or increase the power con-

sumption of the mobile device, depending on the performance of the device without offloading and on how the game developer or player appreciate

the trade-off between performance and power consumption.

For the future, we plan to address the aspects identified in Section 6: reducing the delay when processing user input to make Mirror suitable

for fast-paced game genres, exploring dynamic offloading of OIs, conducting experiments with more settings, offloading beyond computation, and

automating the software engineering process that underlies offloading.
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